Installing a Qbasic Shade

SAFETY DEVICE INCLUDED. SHADE WILL NOT OPERATE CORRECTLY IF THIS DEVICE IS NOT INSTALLED. Begin by mounting shade brackets per the instructions below, either Wall Mounted or Ceiling Mounted. Finish installation by following the instructions specific to shade's model (QB17, QB28, or QB44). Shade can be re-configured as needed to achieve the desired roll-off. (Shade rolls off back of tube for Standard Roll, or off front of tube for Reverse Roll.)

Wall Mount

1) Measure and mark 1/2 of window opening’s width. Measure and mark 1/2 of shade’s bracket-to-bracket length (see order form) on each side of window.

2) Align the clutch bracket with your mark 1/2” (13mm) above the window opening. Mark the middle hole. Drill a pilot hole at the bottom of the mark. Repeat on the window’s other side with idler bracket.

3) Use a screwdriver or power drill to install the clutch bracket with two screws. Vertically level the bracket. Repeat with idler bracket on the window’s other side.

Ceiling Mount

1) Position the clutch bracket flush against the window jamb and the head jamb. Mark the middle slotted hole. Repeat with the idler bracket on the window’s other side.

2) Use a 3/32” (2mm) drill bit to drill a pilot hole at the front of your marks.

3) Use a screwdriver or power drill to install the clutch bracket with two screws. Repeat with idler bracket on the window’s other side.

Slide the clutch onto the clutch bracket’s metal tab.

Install Child Safety device per its included instruction sheet.

Set the upper limit. For a Standard Roll, move the limiter to the position shown in (A). For a Reverse Roll, move the limiter to the position shown in (B).

Slide the shade tube onto the clutch bracket, ensuring that the tabs on the limiter and hub engage the features inside the tube. Then, at other end of shade, rotate thumb gear to retract spindle. While holding thumb gear, slide spindle into idler bracket. Release gear.

If your shade includes a fascia, install it now as shown. If you ordered an independent fascia, follow the instructions included with it.

Test your QBasic shade assembly.

*Use only screws of sufficient length to support assembly weight including accessories. *Use wall anchors when a screw does not make contact with the wood inside wall.
**WARNING**

Close the cover on the chain spike and snip each end of the chain into the chain spike.

Different chains or identical sized.

**MISE EN GARDE**

Feed one end of new chain into the chain spike.

**REFERENCE**

 QB44 (2")
 QB8 (1 1/4")
 QB17 (1 1/4")

**Splicing Chains**

Push enough the chain spike.
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